
































Brand research



Junya Watanabe
Brand story/ identity

Junya Watanabe is a Japanese fashion designer working in 
Tokyo, graduated from Bunka Fashion College was drafted 
by rei to comme des garcons and worked under his own 
name. The brand was launched in 1992. In 1993 Watanabe 
moved his shows from Tokyo to Paris, and launched a 
menswear line in 2001.Watanabe is often considered a 
"techno couture" designer . 

The brand  offers women and man line, Junya Wananabe 
MAN. He then also established a subline called 'eYe'

His collections are focus on avant garde. Three dimensional, 
geographical construction and origami constructs are some 
of the signature work of Junya Watanabe 

Junya watanabe products are available alongside curated 
CDG lines and international designers on the DSML

1.0 Introduction
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Creative

Junya Watanabe works are 
creative to make sure their 
products are experimenting 

different materials, cuts, fabrics 
and silhouette

1
Craftmanship
Junya Watanabe rips apart works 

and reconstructfashion with. It 
ams for 'The ordinary becomes 

extraordinary. '

3
Individal

Junya watanabe keeps its owns 
japanese style. he will question 

his connection with Japan

2.0 brand identity



Junya wanabe products are under Comme des 
Garcons. The headquaters are located in Paris 
and Tokyo. The brand has physical retail in 
tolyo, london, hong kong ,seoul, melborne and 
new york. The expension continues and aiming 
high.

Junya watanabe offers the most unique, quirky 
and conceptual urban women at a high price. 
Thier aim is to do design that was not designed 
and search for newness. They have placed 
themselves in a high-end fashion retailers.



Business 
strategy & 
international 
success

Their successsful internation grouth depends on 
their uniqueness on their avant garde style, good 
relationship throughout the whole business and 
globalization of internet 

Concept
-the brand has made an international successs due 
to the uniqueness in the brand image including visual 
merchandising, windos, layout. This along offering 
unique design and quality.

People
-The brand's success is also based on human relations. 
Magazines, interviews to promote its design. The 
team also worked together to come out with new 
improvement and new ideas to be stand out in the 
society.

Logistic 
- The brand own logistic and retail allows them manage 
decisions during the supply and manufacturing chain. 
it connect stores with headquaters and 



The Hierarachy of 
Fashion
Positioning themeselves in the techno 
couture, Junya watanbe is reaching out 
professioners , comparing with designer 
brands



technological

-offer excellent online shopping 
websiteand ecommerce 
-active in social media platforms
-envolve technological research
-manufacturing-globalisation

Social

-huge impact of celebrity 
endorsements
-understand and connect with the 
fashion taste of generation Z
-lots of edvertisement and magazine 
interview and promotion
-build up the brand loyality with 
customers

economic

-high quality and unique designs has 
established a strong brand image to 
get new customers
-as tokyo and paris has more raw 
materials to help its design and 
business expension

political

-recently expand their business 
in developed  countries, less 
consideration in political policies
-ethical manufacturing

Legal

-smooth supply chain of raw 
materials and export because of the 
EU free trade policies
-the clothes does not offer 
copyright. it protects them from 
stealing designs and concepts 

environmental

-the brand is slow fashion store, 
there is less chance of wastage.
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Strengths
-unique style,combining artisitc and 
streeetwear feature
-strong colalboration with other brands 
-strong loyalty ad popularity of the logo and 
the brand
-exclusive availability of the clothings

Opportunities
-expansion of e commerce and social 
media
-increase the participation of the design 
and planning of the displays and marketing

threats

-Political turbulence such as the Paris 
riots or chinese cultural appropriatino 
affecting the brand performance

weakness
-limited advertising campaign
-does not have a strong e commerce 
platform and social media presence
-brand position is remained uncertainty
-the design and planning of displays are 
only one's idea
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male/ female
23-30 years old
bachelor degree or above
university students study in art field
high disposable income
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like quirky style
passionate about fashion and art to express their 
individuality
monochrome colour lover
enhou bold style and cutting
invest in appearance

prefer prodcut fits its own style and taste
like to focus on details 
low price sensititivity- willing to pay for a branded 
clothings
high brand loyalty

TARGET CUSTOMERS



CONCEPT BOARD
To me kaleidoscope is like always refreshing, something 
wear on repeat or illusion. The changing pattern and 
shapes associated to the situation i have,which i why i 
considered to be inspired by kaleidoscope.



2.0 Brand guidlines 





higher price 

lower price 

lower 
quality

higher 
quality

uniqlo

WTAPS

Comme des 
Garcons

Yohji 
Yamamoto

Jil 
Sander

5.0 brand positioning

Competititive advantage( differentiation 
factores) for the brand:
-made by women or men
-monochromatic and minimalistcolours
-japanese fashion style and silhouette inspired to 
increase cultural values 

Identify 3 direct competitor:
-Yohji Yamamoto-the brand is popular for the 
monochromatic outfits with excellent draping and cuts 
which attracts
-Jil Sander- minimalist fashion that aims to give 
working women a wardrove that fits with their fast 
paced lifestyle through feminine and fuctional clothing 
pieces. 
-Comme des Garcons-the  brand known for its avant 
garde designs, unconventional silhouette and use of 
unexpected materials.

 
Indirect competitors:
-Uniqlo-major japanese fashion branf for its affordable 
and high quality ready to wear adapting to trends
-WTAPS- streetwear known for its military inspired 
design and high quality materials. it is characterized by 
its clean line and minimalst colour palette
-Issey Miyake - the brand is famous for its signature 
pleats and geometric patterns, which often inspired by 
nature and archintecture

Issey
Miyaki



Price
Pricing strategies:
Junya Watanabe prices tend to be 
targeted to appeal to those with a 
higher level of disposable income 

The high price ranges means that 
the products has higher quality less 
quantity.

Print points:
Tops:200-800
Pants: 400-500
Skirts:  400-2000
Outerwear: 5000
Dress: 700-3000
shoes: 200-1000

Product
Merchandise plan:
-Tops(Shirts, Blouse)
-Dress
-Bottoms(Pants,Skirts)
-Jacket
-Accessories (bags, shoes)

Service Level:
There are extensive size of the 
product but limited quantity due 
to the fact that their priority in 
quality and craftmanship.

.

5.0 4Ps

Core Product Idea:



Distribution strategy:
Exclusive distribution strategy- only offering products 
to high-end boutiques in urban areas withing Japan and 
western countries

Distibution channel:
- Website at Dover Street Market.com( easiet way to 
track the customers
-local boutiques ( sell own products
-other retail store( another way to track customers 
spending, custoemr conversion and average order 
value)

Flagship location:
Japan- one of the fashion centres in the world, located 
in Shibuya, Tokyo
shibuya is known as a fashion neighbourhood in Japan 
and include the most important transportation hubs. 
There are large amount of visitors and people shopping 
around this area. It could attract more customers and 
boost sales.

OFFLINE STORES 
LAYOUT



2
PURCHASE

EXPERIENCE 

3
POST-PURCHASE

EXPERIENCE 

1
PRE-PURCHASE

EXPERIENCE 

ship worldwide
click & collect

next day delivery

14 days return policy
next day return collection

easy to use
multiple payment method

discription & Size chart

clear layout
clear outline between man and 

women and other designers 
under CDG

easy to access to DSML website
products displayed in other 

website 

appear on social media posting 
aesthetic photos

fun store experience with 
differet theme

4.0 brand touchpoint



Junya watanbe works 
are very active in 
front of the fashion, 
commercial and 
magazines. His works 
are featured from 
Dazed. Rain Magazines, 
Vogue, etc.

His photographic works 
are very dramatic and 
colourful.
his target customers 
are open minded males 
and females  who 
appreciated fashin and 
arts in a unique way

Junya watanabe 
decorate  the 
boutique, It changes 
according to different 
season in long term 
marketing plan. It is  
to transmit the theme 
of the collection 
as well as give 
customers unique 
shopping experience.  
Therfore it can be 
suggested that 
promoting through 
boutique is a method 
which continues on 
from their  currrent 
marketing plan.

6.0 offline promotion 7.0 magazine promotion



Junya Watanabe presents its women and 
man collection on the runway  which has 
dedicated as one of the most influential 
deisgner.

Describing Junya Watanabe approach, he 
often incorporates avant garde whimsical, 
through away of unique asymmetrical cuts 
on ready to wear clothing, jewelry and 
shoes.

There is a different vision that concern 
both shape and materials that reimagines 
the characters and meaning behind every 
designs 

Junya Watanabe often plays with fabric 
manipulation,technical construction and 
clothes reconstruction and with oversized 
and exaggerated shapes, which makes  the 
collection looks quirky but creative.

The brand is embracing monochrome 
colourways, sometimes combine with 
bright sharp colours

3.0 Design analysis



SHAPE

-loose, relaxed and oversize 
silhouette for comfort yet also 
trendy and stylish

- exploration of based on shapes. 
his clothes are complicated and 
experimental. his collection 
usually like to explore geometrical 
structure and prints

FABRIC

Natual plant fibre:
-organic cotton

Natural animal fibres:
- wool
-leather

Synthetic fibre:
-curpo(lining)
-PVC

-recycled polyester
-recycled spandex

COLOUR

The brand will focus on sharp plus a bunch of 
monochrome colours for all of its colelction, keeping it 
punk and abstract style. Fall/winter collection colours 
based on pantone trend report of F/W 2025 collection.
-Sharp ( red)
-monochromatic ( white,black, grey)

MOOD



FASHION TREND- STRIPES AND 
CHECKS
Stripes and checks are often ssen inf all/ winter  2024-
2025. One on tone or through vibrant, ethnic colors. 
Checks bring movement to these colors and are in high 
demand as light and elegant checks. for example, Versace 
2024 collection coat

FASHION TREND- SKIRTS

Skirts with dropped waist, the garment is fitted much 
lower, usually falling around the hips rather than the 
waist, creating the illusion of a longer torso and a more 
accentuated hourglass figure. 

JUNYA WATANABE
JUNYA WATANABE
JUNYA WATANABE





LOOKBOOK






















